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"The greatest mistake
you can make in this life
is to be continually fearing
you will make one."

Elbert Hubbard
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION--THE ASSIGNMENT

Historically, medical illustrators have used printed

artwork as the 1r main vehicle of expression. With the

development of television, videotape is fast becoming an

important adjunct in the artist's armamentarium.

A stranger to the TV studio, I was assigned to

produce my first videotape program. I'd like to share with

you some of the problems that you may face in producing your

first program.

My assignment was to produce a twenty minute videotape

on diagnosing hearing problems in young children. The request

for the program came from both an ENT attending surgeon and

an Audiologist. The videotape was targeted for an audience of

General Practitioners, Pediatricians and third year medical

students. As producer, I coordinated everybody's talents and

energies. I was also director, artist, editor, researcher, and

principal scriptwriter.

I was aided by the following:

1) Medical experts--the Audiologist and the Surgeon

2) TV staff—-camera operators, sound men, media

producers, instructional design advisor, technical

director, studio engineers

3) My own background as a medical artist

lº) $2,500.00 budget
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5) Time--thirteen weeks until initial viewing of the

program before the California Medical Association

I was constrained by the following:

1) Medical experts--the Surgeon who wanted to run

the Whole show

2) TV staff--some of whom were more interested in

preventing gross flaws than in creating an exciting

production

3) My own lack of experience as a TV producer--too

often depending on others to bring my ideas to the

S C Teen

l!) $2,500.00 budget

5) Time--thirteen weeks sounds like a long time.

It is nº t,

What follows is an account of some problems that I

encountered-- problems that would be likely to occur in your

production as well.

WORKING WITH A PRESCHOOLER

A rather large portion of the script called for a

3 year old boy to be on camera. In working with a child, you

must work to hold his attention. During production, our

3 year old could not sit quietly without completely going

terserk falling asleep, or starting to cry for 30-lºo minutes

at a time.

For this reason, several preventive measures were taken.

Everyone involved in a particular taping segment knew that
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they should arrive at the studio or location ON TIME. I

found that, barring unforeseen problems, the production crew

was ready to tape on time. However, the two medical experts

were always about twenty minutes late. As a result, the child

was usually beside himself by the time taping began. Ask

people on tight schedules to appear on the set twenty minutes

earlier than you expect to begin taping. You then will get the

most out of the child's limited attention span and will cut

down on studio time, as well as money spent on production.

Occasionally the TV crew will be delayed with a prior

production at your production's expense. Make sure that you

are not billed for unused studio time. If the production

billing department is unaware of your lost studio time, inform

them of the mistake. This will generally rectify the situation.

A few simple tricks can help to gain a child's attention.

Much of our little boy's cooperation was assured by us?ing his

real mother for on-camera Scenes. One scene called for the

physician to give the child a physical exam. How do I get a

3 year old to sit still while a man in a white coat puts a

speculum in his ear and lays him down on an examining table?

The solution was simple. The physician was the child's uncle.

Realize that a young child's tolerance level is far

lower than that of an adult. Be continually sensitive to

his/her breaking point. Occasionally, walk the child around

the studio or outs ide into a new environment. The diversion

often will do wonders for his/her mood.





WORKING WITH PROFESSIONAL TALENT

If you are spending money on a narrator, you will

want him or her to be good. Round up as many candidates as

you would like to interview. A narrator should be selected

on the basis of voice quality. However, in choosing an on

camera narrator, carefully consider personal appearance, tele

vision experience and ability to memorize lines. Most regular

television performers belong to a talent union. Some prominent

unions are AFTRA (American Federation of Television and Radio

Artists), AGVA (American Guild of Variety Artists), and SAG

(Screen Actors Guild). You might also want to watch television

news programs and listen to radio broadcasts. If you find

someone who interests you, try to catch his/her name and

give that particular station a call. If you want "Big Name

Talent" at a small-time price, there is an outside chance that

a large production corporation will "loan't you an actor for

public relations purposes.

When your prospective narrator comes in for an inter

view, listen to his/her voice to discern if this person is

"right" for the part. Most radio announcers have terrific

off-camera voices, but may not have had on-camera experience.

You can determine this from their resumés. Once you have

hired an actor and have set his/her fee in written contract,

a signed consent to be photographed and recorded should be

f 11ed before any production begins. Figure 1 is an example of

an actor's release form. This form should also be signed by





Figure 1

Actor's Release Form--Sample

(NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR INSTITUTION)

CONSENT FOR USE OF PICTURES AND RECORDED SOUNDS

There is hereby granted to the (Name of Institution),
hereafter referred to as the grantee, the right to use, for
such purposes, in such manner, to such extent, and for such
time as it desires, any pictures or recorded sounds in whatever
form obtained by the grantee as a result of any activity in
which I take or have taken part on behalf of the grantee as
actor or narrator, or in any other capacity, in

Date: Name:

Address:

Parent or
Guard lan:



every member of your cast before he/she is photographed or

recorded. This signed release will serve as a legal document,

permitting your institution to use these photographs and

recordings.

While directing talent during a taping sess lon, speak

only when necessary. If you talk too much, people will stop

listening carefully and may miss important instructions. Your

signals and cues should be clear and precise. If a 30 second

segment demands more than 14 takes, something is wrong. Stop

and consider the problem, then choose an alternate route.

DOES EVERYONE KNOW EXACTLY WHAT
YOU WANT AND NEED?

As producer, never assume that anyone else in the

production knows what you have in mind. Advice from experts

should be highly regarded--as long as the expert understands

precisely what you want your production to accomplish--your

objectives, constraints, and commitment.

Many of my own disappointments came from muddled

communications with technicians and advisors. Above all,

make absolutely certain that you and your client agree on

script revisions and any major changes that may occur during

preparation, production, or distribution.

Once your final script is ready, have each client

initial a copy of the revised script. Distribute the script

to all other persons concerned. Additional copies must go to

all talent, narrator, master control, floormanager, technical
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director, advisors and anyone else involved in the production.

Keep at least 3 copies in your own file--better to have more

than you need than not enough.

ASSERT YOURSELF1

When you are in the position of orchestrating a profes

slonal program; you may not be an expert, but you ARE the

producer. After you assess expert advice, you are respon

sible for final decisions. As a student, you may find that

your team is tempted to work over your inexperienced head.

Prevent this from happening by establishing yourself as a

competent organizer. MUTUAL respect and appreciation are es

sent lal.



Chapter 2

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS DURING PRODUCTION

TAPING ON LOCATION

Location shots can add realism to your production.

My tape had several such scenes, since the television studio

could not be made to look reasonably like a physicians's office,

examining room, or audiologic facility. On location, rooms

available were so small that only one camera could be used.

Several of these tapings involved consecutive scenes with

identical placement of talent. To prevent " jump cuts" , "cut

away" shots were used. "Jump cuts" occur when two similar

but imperfectly aligned shots follow one another. This cir

cumstance usually occurs when the camera operator stops shooting

and then continues shooting the same scene later. The inevitable

slight change in framing will produce a sudden jump of the

picture on the screen. To eliminate this problem, close-up

shots from different perspectives--cutaways--should be taken

during the initial taping for insertion later during editing.

All final cuts must be made in the editing room and

not on the studio floor. Camera cuts will not edit cleanly.

The camera's turning on and off appears as a flash, or "glitch"

on screen. Each segment should begin at least 10 seconds

after the camera is turned on. The segment should also end

at least 10 seconds before the camera is turned off, to allow



enough time for a clean edit.

On remote location, high-intensity light should be used.

Relying on existing fluorescent lighting will cause a color

shift compared to scenes taped in the studio.

Other technical problems involved audio considerations.

On location we had no immediate playback capability, and so it

was difficult to evaluate the exact quality of our takes. During

one scene, the physician was interviewing a woman whose child

was slitting on her lap. In reality, the child had normal

hearing, but was portraying a child with a severe hearing impair

ment and badly developed language skills. In order to keep

the boy from talking during the interview, the physician gave

him a lollipop. The child appeared to be quietly enjoying the

lollipop and the audio engineer felt that it was a good take.

I thanked everyone, sent them home and went across the street to

the Master Control Room to look at the playback. None of us

had realized that the mother in this Scene had been wearing

a lavaller microphone and that her child's mouth was inches

away from the microphone. To my horror (and everyone else's

amusement), the audio portion of the doctor/mother interview

was almost obliterated by the child's noisy chewing on his lollipop.

Every crunch, swallow and slurp was exquisitely recorded. My

only alternatives were to accept the take as it was , or to call

everyone bask at another time and redo the entire remote

Segment.
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SPECIAL EFFECTS

Special effects should be used sparingly. If overused,

the effects will lose their uniqueness and effectiveness as well.

In using a special effect, ask yourself the following questions.

1) Is the effect really necessary? 2) Can it be produced

easily and within the budget alloted? and 3) Will the parti

cular effect Work?

There are many different types of special effects.

Some relatively simple and reliable ones are superimposition,

electronic matting or key ing, dissolve and wipe.

SUPERIMPOSITIONS

A "super" is a composite signal of two separate camera

shots that are simultaneously viewed on the television monitor.

Titles are often supered over live action or over a static shot.

The title cards should be prepared as white letters on a black

background, as illustrated in Figure 2. A black background will

eliminate distracting light reflections around the title that

the camera might pick up. The second camera image (upon which

the titles are to be supered) should have a basically plain

background. This way, the white titles will not be lost in

background detall.
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Figure 2

Superimposition

Camera #1 Camera #2
(White Letters on a

black card)

Electronically Matted
Composite

FLECTRONIC MATTING

Electronic matting, or "keying in," is another composite

signal that involves electronically cutting one image into

another. The effect is similar to a super imposition, except

that an electronically matted image has a cleaner and sharper
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outline, A title that is to be keyed in should be prepared

the same way as for a super. When it is recorded, however,

the title will not be inserted over the background image.

Instead, the title will be inserted in place of , that is,

"cut into," the background information in that position.

The effect is useful in combining two images without losing

the strength of either inage, as can happen in a super.

For color television, an improved matting process

called "chroma key matting" has been developed. Again two

camerashire used. Camera #1 focuses on a white title card

with a blue background. The video mixer is keyed to record

the white title but will not pick up the color blue. Camera #2

records another image. The composite signal is a white title

(camera #1) "cut into" another image (camera #2). The blue

background on the title card has been replaced by the image

from camera #2. In other words, everything recorded by camera #1

that is blue is replaced by the image recorded by camera #2.

Keep in mind, however, that if the actor being keyed in with

camera #1 wears blue, those areas colored with blue clothes

will be invisible.

DISSOLVE

A dissolve is a smooth transition from one image to

another. An image from one camera gradually fades out, while

simultaneously, an image from another camera gradually fades in.

This effect can be used when a smooth change in emphasis, locale,

time, action or perspective is required.
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WIPE

A wipe can go in several directions. A vertical wipe

gives the effect of window shade pulling down. The vertical

wipe allows an image from one camera to gradually cover the

image from the other camera. Figure #3 demonstrates horizontal
and vert lcal wipes.

Figure 3

Some Basic Wipes

Horizontal Wipe

Vertical Wipe

WS
§ºQº
º
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In most situations, the speed of the wipe is determined

by how fast the special effects levers are moved. Since these

levers usually are moved manually, the technician should be

instructed as the exact moment that the wipe should begin

and how fast it should move. An extremely slow wipe can

exaggerate jerky movements.

A split screen effect can be achieved by stopping a

wipe at any point in its movement across the screen. Figure ||

shows an example of a horizontal split screen.

Figure ly

Horizontal Split Screen--
From a Horizontal Wipe

GRAPHICS FOR COLOR TELEVISION

Unlike textbook illustrations, which can be studied

for as long as the reader wishes, televised artwork remains

on screen for a very limited period of time--often for less

than one minute. When creating artwork for color television,

keep it simple, bold and clear. You must also consider that
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television picture resolution is not as clear and crisp as

that of photography or motion picture and, with each generation

or duplication, a videotape's plcture resolution diminishes.

A finely detailed render ing will usually look very disappointing

when viewed on the color television monitor.

A bright area on a darker background will be easy to

see and will be visually more exciting than the more traditional

black rendering on a light background. You must be very care

ful in choosing colors. Color and brightness contrasts in

television are quite different than those of film or still

photography. It's easier for a color television camera to

reproduce colors of definite hue and low saturation levels

than those of indefinite or muted mixtures of colors. An

extremely bright image on a dark screen can cause image burning,

which will damage camera tubes or distort the shape of the

image being recorded. When portraying a large, white image,

such as a white laboratory coat or a bone, mix another color

into the white to grey it down. If mixed properly, the color

will appear white on your color television monitor, without

distorting the picture or damaging the camera.

You will want your color television graphics to be

adaptable to black and white, in case your program is repro

duced in black and white at another time. Attention must be

paid, therefore, to insure that your colors, when reproduced

in black and white will be of different enough hue and satura

tion so that their "greyness" or value will separate. If

all of the colors in a given piece of artwork are of the exact
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same value and color saturation, the black and white

reproduction could record as an indistinguishable haze of

grey. Consult a combination grey-scale/color chart to determine

tonal contrasts of different colors. Whatever your choice of

graphics, talk them over with television experts--technical

director, camera operators, etc.--and check all colors on a

color and a black and white television, non*** before doing
any final artwork. You will often be surprised with the results.

The size and shape of your television artwork should

conform to a 3 x 4 aspect ratio (3 vertical units by 1 horizontal

units). More important visual information should be near the

center of the screen. Margins on television artwork should

be wide enough to allow cropping by the camera. I give my TV

artwork a margin of at least 1/6th the height of the graphic,

to be safe.

Bold, exciting color artwork can erve a useful purpose

and gets a message acrogs quickly and clearly.
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Chapter 3

CONSIDERATIONS DURING EDITING

PREVIEWING TAPED MATERIAL

Before editing, you will want to preview and catalogue

your tape, providing quick access to your editing information.

By watching the counter on the videotape recorder (VTR),

document the precise second at which you will want each segment

to begin and end. The counter should read zero at the beginning

of the tape. Thorough preview notes will allow easier editing.

EDITING YOUR WIDEOTAPE

Once you feel prepared to start editing, be sure that

you have reserved enough time for use of editing equipment.

It's easy to underestimate the time that it will take to edit

a program. I suggest that you schedule 15 minutes per edit--

if you have 8 edits, plan on editing for 2 hours. If you run

out of time, you have an inflexible deadline, and you find that

you can't be scheduled to use the editing equipment for another

week, you'll kick yourself for not having reserved enough time

ln advance.

Videotape is edited by electronically adding video

segments onto another tape. My original taped material was

recorded on two-inch-wide tape, also referred to as "quadrature"

taping. The quad VTR records the audio and video portions of
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the tape onto separate tracks. This makes it possible to

replace an audio segment while retaining the video portion of

that segment, or vice versa. Or, the entire segment--audio and

video--can be replaced by another. Another advantage to taping

on quad is that the overall picture quality is stabilized by

a "time base corrector". This insures that very little variation

will occur in the strength of the signal during recording.

This is an important consideration during editing, as an edit

or cut may appear as a glitch on a tape that is not equipped

with a time base corrector. Since electronic editing is done

on a videotape machine and not on a splicing block, like film,

you will need a second machine on which you can assemble the

taped segments you will want to use. If your original recording

was done on quad tape, your editing should also be done on quad,

to guarantee a stable signal.

The edited tape is one generation removed from the

original master material. This is called a "second generation"

copy. Since picture resolution, color and signal quality

decrease with each succeeding generation, it's always best to

copy from the original edited tape, if possible. A popular

mode for duplication is the 3/l, inch videocassette. This is

a small, portable, self-contained unit. It offers a simple

loading process and protection for the tape, which cannot be

removed from the cassette. It's easy to use for people who

aren't used to working with video equipment and is fast becoming

a universal, form of video distribution. Transferring an edited
master

quad (2"), to video cassette (3/11") will give you a third'a
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generation copy. To decrease signal instab 111ty, know in

advance how many cassette copies are needed and copy each one

from the original edited quad master. It's best to duplicate an

edited quad master by playing it back on the VTR on which it

was recorded. This way small, unstable signals recorded

during the editing process will be less not lceable. Always

store and save your original edited quad master for any future

copy ling.
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Chapter l;

CONCLUSIONS

Producing your first videotaped program may be one

of the most frustrating things that you have ever done. At

the same time, the learning process involved and the excitement

of working with such an innovative medium as videotape will

stimulate thought and imagination as you may have never before

experienced. I can't remember a time when the duality of love

and hate made itself more graphic for me in a working situation.

My frustrations stemmed almost completely from an incomplete

(indeed, almost nonexistent) knowledge of the workings of the

medium. Make a realistic evaluation of your resources and

constraints and stay in continual close contact with everyone

involved in your production. If you are relying on the knowledge

of others, pick their brains until your questions are answered.

It will be your responsibility to prepare a professional quality,

informative learning program, while keeping within your budget

and time constraints.

This experience, while having kept your mental health

above ground will make you better prepared for and excited

about the next opportunity you have to use your newly acquired

knowledge and ideas. Your first experience in videotape need

not be as chaotic as mine. Hopefully, the considerations that

I have outlined here will help you to overcome potential
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stumbling blocks BEFORE your production is executed--not

DURING. Since this paper is intended to stimulate thought and

prepare your attitude during production, I have included a

bibliography of resource materials, both theoretical and

technical, that will help answer questions and provide you with

additional information.



GLOSSARY

Aspect ratio: Height and width of a TV picture (3x4).

Audio: Electronically recorded audible sound.

CU: Close up shot.

Cut: 1) Director's signal to stop action.
2) Instant switch from one camera to another.

Distortion: An alteration in reproduction of signals, caused
by a poor quality (unstable) recording of original signal
WaVeS •

Dry run: Rehearsal without cameras.

Dub: Duplicating a videotape or, inserting audio into video.

ECU: Extreme close up.

Editing: (electronically, TV) Erasing unwanted sections of
tape and putting desired segments together to form a contin
uous Show.

Essential area: Picture area that shows on a home receiver.

Floor Manager: Person in charge of the studio during production.

Glitch: Flash or spark that occurs on a receiver, due to
signal instability.

in value
Grey-scale: Scale that indicates intermediate steps, from

TV black to TV White. A

Insert: Laying a portion (audio, video, or both) of recorded
tape onto another tape.

Lavaller: Small microphone worn around the neck.

Location (taping): (also, Remote) Taped action in any area
outside the TV studio.

LS: Long shot (large field).

Master control: Central control center for all videotaping.

22
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Mixer (video) : Video control console.

Mon it or : TV receiver.

MS; Medlum shot (between CU and LS).
a revº

Noise: Random spurts of electrical * or interference
in audio quality. Also referred to as "snow".

Pan: Horizontal turning of the camera.

Playback: Ability to review taped material instantaneously.

Producer: Creator and organizer of videotaped production.

Resolution: Degree of detail reproduced on a TV screen--
determined by 1) the number of black and white vertical
bars that can be resolved with in a hor lzontal Screen area ;
2) the number of black and white horizontal bars that can
be resolved (lines per picture width).

Running time: Time between the beginning and ending of a show.

Scanning: Movement of the electron beam from left to right
and from top to bottom on the TV screen

Set : Locale of a segment.

Take: 1) Completion of the recording of a segment.
2) Signal to cut from one camera to another.

Technical director: Coordinates studio crew.

Truck: Lateral movement of the camera.

Two-shot: Framing that includes two people or objects.

Video: Video portion of a videotaped production.

Videotape: Plastic tape for recording video and audio portions
of a production.

Videotape recorder (VTR) : Electronic recording machine that
can record and playback parts of or entire broadcasts.

Volce-over : Audio insert, recorded by a Narrator.
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